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                Early in March 1865, with the Civil War nearing its end, Abraham Lincoln reflected on the reasons for the sectional clash. In his second inaugural address he observed, “[The] slaves constituted a peculiar and powerful interest. All knew that this interest was, somehow, the cause of the war. To strengthen, perpetuate, and extend this interest was the object for which the insurgents would rend the Union, even by war; while the government claimed no right to do more than to restrict the territorial enlargement of it” (1). While most historians would agree with that statement, it is significant how much those remarks leave questions on the Civil War unresolved. Lincoln's comments do not explain why the North wanted to restrict the expansion of slavery, or why some Southerners were willing to “rend the Union” in their defense of slavery. In engaging those “why” questions, historians have filled up many bookshelves.
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